Classification of Ecological States using Topological Data Analysis
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Introduction
• We aimed to better understand the underlying ecological
conditions present within the Upper Mississippi River over the
past 28 years.

State Variables
Pool 13 ( 1993 – 1999 )
TDA Output : turbidity, total phosphorous, chlorophyll a

TDA Output : All variables

• Ecological condition refers to the state of ecological systems,
which includes their physical, chemical, and biological
characteristics and the processes and interactions that
connect them. (EPA, 2020)

• Additional ecological states may exist and be defined with closer
examination of statistical outliers (shown in Figure 2), as well as
the second, smaller primary simplicial complex from 1993-1999
(Figure 3)

1. Do ecological states in the Upper Mississippi River persist over
time? If so, in what timeframes can these distinct ecological
states be recognized?

Discussion

2. Do there exist "state variables" which can be used to model the
variance present within the data?

1. What are the different ecological states present within the Upper
Mississippi River?
Is there a primary ecological state as well as subgroups which
may share similar features but have a distinct ecological
characteristic?

Methods
Subset of data chosen to test TDA application
Pool 13
Stratum : Contiguous Backwater Lakes
Summer Season
28 Years of samples
Created 3 approximately decadal periods
based on major changes in water quality 8

• Chlorophyll a, total phosphorous, and turbidity account for 94%
of the variance present in Pool 13 (all years)

• Majority of the variance within Pool 13 subset data can be
represented as a single connected component

Primary Questions

For example, do the variables Chlorophyll, Total Phosphorous,
and Turbidity represent most of the variance present within a
given pool?

Preliminary Results
• Recognition of at least one persistent ecological condition in Pool
13, Contiguous Backwater Lakes, Summer

• Topological data analysis (TDA) provides a 2-D graph that
represents a high dimensional data by implementing noise and
dimension reduction techniques while retaining topological
features of the data.

•
•
•
•
•
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• Further analysis is required to determine
characteristics of primary state present in Pool 13
The structure of the mapper graph contains one primary connected
component whether only the 3 variables (Turbidity, Chlorophyll, Total
Phosphorous) or all quantitative variables of interest are used.
•

Variance present in this subset can potentially be traced to three
potential state variables

Ecological states over time
1993 – 1999
Two Primary connected
components, one of which is
significantly larger

2000 – 2009
One primary connected
component

2010 – 2019
One primary connected
component

The persistence of the primary connected component in the mapper
graph across three separate decade groups indicates that there is
potentially a single primary ecological state for Pool 13, Contiguous
Backwater Lakes, Summer.
* Graphing Parameters: All variables, N_cubes=[5,5], perc_overlap=[5,5] DBSCAN (eps=20, min_samples=1)

ecological

• It’s possible that combinations of variables other than
phosphorus, chlorophyll, and turbidity are better at capturing the
underlying shape of the data for other study pools or in future,
long-term data.
• Our team will continue to investigate the primary questions for
other pools of the Upper Mississippi River.
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